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Abstract

In this paper, a family of kurtosis orderings for multivariate distributions is pro-

posed and studied. Each ordering characterizes in an a¢ ne invariant sense the move-

ment of probability mass from the "shoulders" of a distribution to either the center or

the tails or both. All even moments of the Mahalanobis distance of a random vector

from its mean (if exists) preserve a subfamily of the orderings. For elliptically symmet-

ric distributions, each ordering determines the distributions up to a¢ ne equivalence.

As applications, the orderings are used to study elliptically symmetric distributions.

Ordering results are established for three important families of elliptically symmetric

distributions: Kotz type distributions, Pearson Type VII distributions, and Pearson

Type II distributions.
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1 Introduction and preliminaries

Up to now, many multivariate kurtosis measures have been proposed (see, e.g., Mar-

dia [10], Oja [13], Srivastava [16], Averous and Meste [1], Liu, Parelius and Singh [9],

Ser�ing [15], and Wang and Ser�ing [18]). The classical notion of multivariate kur-

tosis is moment-based, given (Mardia [10]) by the fourth moment of the Mahalanobis

distance of a random vector X in Rd from its mean �, i.e.,

kd = E[(X � �)0��1(X � �)]2:

kd measures the dispersion of X about the ellipsoid (x� �)0��1(x� �) = d, which

de�nes the �shoulders�of the distribution. Higher kurtosis arises when probability

mass is diminished near the shoulders and greater either near � (greater peakedness),

or greater in the tails (greater tailweight), or both. See Wang and Ser�ing [18] for

detailed discussion. Since the pioneering work of Bickel and Lehmann [3] [4] and Oja

[12] about descriptive statistics, it has been commonly admitted that the meaning

of a descriptive concept of distributions is given by an ordering and that measures

for this concept are meaningful only if they preserve the ordering. While univariate

kurtosis orderings and their applications have received considerable attention, kurtosis

orderings for multivariate distributions have received relatively little investigation.

There has been not even a multivariate kurtosis ordering for the classical multivariate
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kurtosis measure kd up to now. Multivariate kurtosis measures are usually developed

by intuition. It is necessary to study multivariate kurtosis by the ordering approach.

That is the motivation of this work.

For the univariate case, van Zwet [17] de�ned a kurtosis ordering �s (s-ordering)

for univariate symmetric distributions:

FX �s GY i¤ G�1Y (FX(x)) is convex for x > �F ;

where �F is the point of symmetry of FX . Using the folded distributions FjX��X j and

GjY��Y j; Oja [12] gave an equivalent de�nition of the s-ordering:

FX �k GY i¤ G�1jY��Y j(FjX��X j(z)) is convex for z � 0; i.e., FjX��X j �c GjY��Y j;

where �c is the van Zwet [17] skewness ordering for univariate distributions. This def-

inition was extended by Balanda and MacGillivray [2] to include the case of univariate

asymmetric distributions with �nite mean. They called FjX��X j the moment�based

spread function. To allow the use of other location measures instead of the mean

�X , we will call it the distribution-based spread function. Balanda and MacGillivray

[2] also studied various univariate kurtosis orderings by the quantile�based spread

function SF (p) = F�1(1
2
+ p

2
) � F�1(1

2
� p

2
). In fact, the inverse function S�1F of

SF is a distribution function and can be considered as a distribution-based spread

function. Extending S�1F to the multivariate case, Averous and Meste [1] de�ned the

multivariate kurtosis orderings in L1-sense.
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Generally we should use a standardized version of a random variable or a ran-

dom vector when we study kurtosis. Then any univariate skewness ordering on the

standardized distribution-based spread functions will yield a kurtosis ordering for the

underlying distributions. In this paper, we will develop multivariate kurtosis order-

ings by this approach. A family of kurtosis orderings for multivariate distributions

is de�ned and studied in Section 2. In Section 3, the orderings are used to study

elliptically symmetric distributions. Ordering results are established for three impor-

tant families of elliptically symmetric distributions: Kotz type distributions, Pearson

Type VII distributions, and Pearson Type II distributions. Concluding remarks are

given in Section 4. Before going to our main topic, we give some preliminaries.

A real-valued function f de�ned on an interval is called convex, if for any two

points x1 and x2 in its domain and any � 2 (0; 1);

f(�x1 + (1� �)x2) � �f(x1) + (1� �)f(x2):

If the inequality above is strict for all x1 and x2 , then f(x) is called strictly convex. It

is easy to see that f(x) is strictly convex if and only if for any straight line y = b(x+a),

f(x) � b(x + a) can have at most two zeros and is negative between these zeros. If

f(x) has a second derivative in its domain, then a necessary and su¢ cient condition

for it to be convex is that the second derivative f
00
(x) � 0 for all x.

Throughout this paper, we con�ne attention to continuous distributions. A con-

tinuous distribution F in Rd is called elliptically symmetric, denoted by Ed(h;�;�);

if it has a density of the form
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f(x) = Cj �j�1=2h((x� �)0��1(x� �));x 2 Rd;

for a nonnegative function h(�) with
R1
0
rd=2�1h(r)dr < 1 and a positive de�nite

matrix �; where � can be viewed as a center and � as a measure of spread in some

sense. If the �rst moment of F exists, � is the mean vector. If the second moment

of F exists, then the covariance matrix is k� for some positive constant k: f(x) is

unimodal if h(�) is decreasing, uniform if h(�) is constant, and bowl-shaped if h(�) is

increasing. Let R = [(X � �)0��1(X � �)]1=2. Then we have the following result.

Lemma 1.1 Suppose that X � Ed(h;�;�):Then the density of R�is

fR�(r) =
2C�d=2

��(d=2)
rd=��1h(r2=�); r � 0: (1.1)

Proof. It is well known that the density of R2 is

fR2(r) =
C�d=2

�(d=2)
rd=2�1h(r); r � 0:

Then a transformation leads to the result.

2 A family of multivariate kurtosis orderings

In this section, we �rst propose a family of kurtosis orderings for univariate distribu-

tions. Then the multivariate extension of the family is given and studied.

2.1 A family of univariate kurtosis orderings

For any � > 0, jX � �X j
� can be interpreted as a spread (or dispersion) of a random

variableX. Thus the distribution function FjX��X j� of jX � �X j
� can be considered as
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a distribution-based spread function. If a standardized version X��X
�X

of X is used, the

distribution-based spread function becomes F���X��X�X

���� , where �X and �X can be any
corresponding location and spread measures, for example, the moment-based location

and spread measures, the quantile-based location and spread measures, and so on.

Then applying the van Zwet [17] skewness ordering to the standardized distribution-

based spread functions yields the following family of kurtosis orderings for univariate

distributions:

For any � > 0; FX 6s� GY i¤G�1���Y��Y�Y

����(F���X��X�X

����(z)) is convex for z � 0:

When the moment-based location and spread measures are used, the s1-ordering is

equivalent to the Balanda and MacGillivray [2] kurtosis ordering. For univariate sym-

metric distributions, the s1-ordering reduces to the van Zwet [17] kurtosis ordering.

2.2 Extension to the multivariate case

For a random vectorX in Rd; letRX = [(X��X)
0
��1X (X��X)]1=2; the Mahalanobis

distance of X from �X ; where �X and �X are any corresponding location and

covariance measures of X, for example, the moment-based location and covariance

measures, the depth-based location and covariance measures, and so on. Then a

natural multivariate extension of the univariate kurtosis orderings6s� is based on FR�X

and GR�Y ; which are the distribution functions of R
�
X = [(X��X)

0
��1
X (X��X)]�=2

and R�Y = [(Y � �Y )
0
��1
Y (Y � �Y )]�=2, respectively.
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De�nition 2.1 For � > 0; we say that FX is k� less than or equal to GY in kurtosis,

denoted by FX 6k� GY ; if G�1R�Y (FR�X (r)) is convex for r � 0; and FX is k� less than

GY in kurtosis, denoted by FX <k� GY ; if G
�1
R�Y
(FR�X (r)) is strictly convex for r � 0:

We say that FX is k� equal to GY in kurtosis, denoted by FX =k� GY ; if FX �k� GY

and GY �k� FX :

Now we study the relationship of the k�-orderings for di¤erent � values. We

assume that G�1R�Y (FR
�
X
(r)) has a second derivative.

Theorem 2.1 For any �2 > �1 > 0; FX 6k�1 GY implies FX 6k�2 GY : Thus, the

k�1-ordering is stronger than the k�2-ordering.

Proof. It is su¢ cient to show that for any � > 1; R��1(r) = G�1
R
��1
Y

(F
R
��1
X
(r)) is

convex if R�1(r) = G�1
R
�1
Y

(FR�1X (r)) is convex.

By transformations, we see that F
R
��1
X
(r) = FR�1X (r

1=�) and G
R
��1
Y
(r) = GR�1Y (r

1=�).

Thus,

R��1(r) = G�1
R
��1
Y

(F
R
��1
X
(r)) = [G�1

R
�1
Y

(FR�1X (r
1=�))]� = (R�1(r

1=�))�;

d

dr
R��1(r) = (R�1(r

1=�))��1R
0

�1
(r1=�)r1=��1;

d2

dr2
R��1(r) =

1

�
(R�1(r

1=�))��1R
00

�1
(r1=�)(r1=��1)2

+(1� 1

�
)(R�1(r

1=�))��2R
0

�1
(r1=�)r1=��2[R

0

�1
(r1=�)r1=� �R�1(r

1=�)]:

Since R�1(0) = 0; by the mean value theorem, R�1(r
1=�) = R

0
�1
(�)r1=�; where � 2

[0; r1=�]: Thus, R
0
�1
(r1=�)r1=� � R�1(r

1=�) = [R
0
�1
(r1=�) � R

0
�1
(�)]r1=� � 0 if R�1(r)
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is convex. In addition, R�1(r) � 0 and R
0
�1
(r) = fR�1X (r)=gR

�1
Y
(R�1(r)) � 0; where

fR�1X and gR�1Y are density functions of R
�1
X and R�1Y : Thus,

d2

dr2
R��1(r) � 0 for r � 0 if

R�1(r) is convex. This completes the proof.

Remark 2.1 From Theorem 2.1, it is seen that the strength of the k�-ordering de-

creases as � increases. For a particular application, one can select an ordering with

appropriate strength by �. See Section 3 for details.

2.3 Properties of the k�-orderings

It is easy to see that for any � > 0; the relation 6k� is symmetrical, re�exive, and

transitive. Thus, it is a partial ordering. Some very important properties of the

k�-orderings are established in the following results. For simplicity, we assume that

�X and �X are the mean vector and covariance matrix of X; and �Y and �Y are

the mean vector and covariance matrix of Y : However, some results hold generally

as long as the location and covariance measures used in the k�-orderings satisfy some

conditions.

Theorem 2.2 If FX 6k� GY ; then FA1X+b1 6k� GA2Y +b2 for any nonsingular d

� d matrices A1;A2 and vectors b1; b2 in Rd; that is, each k�-ordering is a¢ ne

invariant.

Proof. Since the Mahalanobis distance of a random vector from its mean vector is

a¢ ne invariant, the result follows.
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Our next result establishes the su¢ cient and necessary condition for FX =k� GY :

Theorem 2.3 (1) FX =k� GY i¤ FR�X (r) = GR�Y (cr) for some positive constant c.

(2) If FX and GY are continuous elliptically symmetric distributions, then FX =k�

GY i¤ X and Y are a¢ nely equivalent in distribution: Y d
= AX + b for some

nonsingular d � d matrix A and some vector b in Rd. Thus, FR�X (r) = GR�Y (r).

Proof. (1) FX =k� GY i¤ G�1R�Y
(FR�X (r)) = cr + a: Since G�1R�Y (FR

�
X
(r)) � 0 and

G�1R�Y
(FRX (0)) = 0; c > 0 and a = 0: Thus, FR�X (r) = GR�Y (cr):

(2) Let the densities of X and Y be respectively

fX(x) =
C1

j�1j1=2
h1((x� �1)

0
��11 (x� �1)); x 2 Rd;

fY (y) =
C2

j�2j1=2
h2((y � �2)

0
��1
2 (y � �2)); y 2 Rd:

Then by Lemma 1.1 the densities of R�X = [(X � �1)
0
��11 ( X � �1)]

�=2
and R�Y =

[(Y � �2)
0
��12 ( Y � �2)]

�=2
are

fR�X (r) =
2C1�d=2

��(d=2)
rd=��1h1(r

2=�); r � 0;

gR�Y (r) =
2C2�d=2

��(d=2)
rd=��1h2(r

2=�); r � 0:

From (1), FR�X (r) = GR�Y (cr) for some c > 0, which implies fR�X (r) = c gR�Y (cr); i:e:;

2C1�d=2

��(d=2)
rd=��1h1(r

2=�) = c2C2�
d=2

��(d=2)
(cr)d=��1h2((cr)

2=�):

Thus, h1(r2=�) = C2
C1
cd=�h2((cr)

2=�); r � 0; equivalently, h1(z) = C2
C1
cd=�h2(c

2=�z);

z � 0: Therefore,

fX(x) =
C2

j�1j1=2
cd=�h2(c

2=�(x� �1)
0
��11 (x� �1));

which leads to
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�
�1=2
2 (Y � �2)

d
= c1=��

�1=2
1 (X � �1);

i.e.,

Y
d
= c1=��

1=2
2 �

�1=2
1 X + (�2 � c1=��

1=2
2 �

�1=2
1 �1):

By Theorem 2.2 , FR�X (r) = GR�Y (r). This completes the proof.

Theorem 2.4 (1) If FX 6k� GY , then there exists r0 > 0 such that FR�X (r) 6

GR�Y (r) for 0 6 r < r0 and FR�X (r) � GR�Y (r) for r � r0:

(2) If FX 6k� GY for 0 < � 6 2, then E(R2kX ) 6 E(R2kY ) for k = 1; 2; � � � ; as long as

they exist.

Proof. (1) Let R�(r) = G�1R�Y
(FR�X (r)): Since GR�Y (R�(r)) = FR�X (r); R

�
Y has the

same distribution as R�(R�X): If R�(r) > r for all r > 0; P (R�(R
�
X) > R�X) = 1:

Then

E(R2Y ) = E((R�Y )
2=�) = E((R�(R

�
X))

2=�) > E((R�X)
2=�) = E(R2X);

which contradicts the fact that E(R2Y ) = d = E(R2X) . R�(r) cannot be less than r

for all r > 0 either by the same argument. Since R�(r) is convex, the result follows.

(2) We consider the k2-ordering �rst. By (1), there exists r0 > 0 such that

R2(r) = G�1
R2Y
(FR2X (r)) 6 r for 0 6 r < r0 and R2(r) � r for r � r0.

(i) For r > r0;

k�1X
i=0

Ri2(r)r
(k�1)�i �

k�1X
i=0

rir(k�1)�i = krk�1 � krk�10 :

Then,

Rk2(r)� rk = (R2(r)� r)(
k�1X
i=0

Ri2(r)r
(k�1)�i) � krk�10 (R2(r)� r):
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(ii) For 0 6 r < r0;

k�1X
i=0

Ri2(r)r
(k�1)�i 6

k�1X
i=0

rir(k�1)�i = krk�1 < krk�10 :

Thus,

Rk2(r)� rk = (R2(r)� r)(
k�1X
i=0

Ri2(r)r
(k�1)�i) � krk�10 (R2(r)� r):

Combining (i) and (ii), we have

Rk2(r)� rk � krk�10 (R2(r)� r) for all r � 0:

Therefore,

E(R2kY )� E(R2kX ) = E((R2(R
2
X))

k)� E((R2X)
k)

=

Z 1

0

[Rk2(r)� rk]dFR2X (r)

�
Z 1

0

krk�10 [R2(r)� r]dFR2X (r)

= krk�10 [E(R2Y )� E(R2X)]

= 0;

i.e.,

E(R2kX ) 6 E(R2kY ):

For any 0 < � < 2, the k�-ordering implies the k2-ordering by Theorem 2.1. Thus,

the result holds.

The above result in part (1) leads to the following interpretation of the k�-ordering.

Since the k�-ordering is a¢ ne invariant, without loss of generality we assume that

random vectors X and Y are standardized. Then for any 0 6 r < r0,
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P (X
0
X 6 r2=�) = FR�X (r) 6 GR�Y (r) = P (Y

0
Y 6 r2=�);

that is, GY has at least as much probability mass as FX in the region fx 2 Rd :

x
0
x 6 r2=�g; which means that GY is at least as peaked as FX . For r � r0; FR�X (r) �

GR�Y (r); equivalently, P (X
0
X > r2=�) = 1�FR�X (r) 6 1�GR�Y (r) = P (Y

0
Y > r2=�);

i.e., GY has at least as much probability mass as FX in the region fx 2 Rd : x0
x >

r2=�g; which means that the tails of GY are at least as heavy as the ones of FX .

Overall, FX 6k� GY implies that GY has at least as much peakedness and at least as

much tailweight as FX . From the part (2) of Theorem 2.4, we see that the classical

multivariate kurtosis kd preserves the k�-orderings with 0 < � � 2:

Remark 2.2 If we denote the r0 in Theorem 2.4 by r0(�), then r0(�) = r0(1)
� since

FR�X (r) = FRX (r
1=�). It is reasonable to consider fx 2 Rd : [(x � �X)

0��1
X (x �

�X)]
�=2 = r0(�)g = fx 2 Rd : (x � �X)

0��1
X (x � �X) = r0(1)

2g as the "shoulders"

of a distribution FX . Thus all k�-orderings use the same shoulders.

From the above interpretation for the k�-orderings, it is clear that peakedness,

kurtosis, and tailweight should be regarded as distinct features of a distribution,

although they are closely interrelated. Peakedness and tailweight orderings for mul-

tivariate distributions can also be de�ned by FR�X and GR�Y :

De�nition 2.2 For � > 0; we say that FX is p� less than or equal to GY in peaked-

ness, denoted by FX 6p� GY ; if there exists a positive r0 such that G�1R�Y (FR
�
X
(r))

is convex for 0 � r � r0; and FX is p� less than GY in peakedness, denoted by
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FX <p� GY ; if G
�1
R�Y
(FR�X (r)) is strictly convex for 0 � r � r0:We say that FX is p�

equal to GY in peakedness, denoted by FX =p� GY , if FX �p� GY and GY �p� FX .

De�nition 2.3 For � > 0; we say that FX is t� less than or equal to GY in tailweight,

denoted by FX 6t� GY ; if there exists a positive r0 such that G�1R�Y (FR�X (r)) is convex

for r � r0; and FX is t� less than GY in tailweight, denoted by FX <t� GY ; if

G�1R�Y
(FR�X (r)) is strictly convex for r � r0: We say that FX is t� equal to GY in

tailweight, denoted by FX =t� GY , if FX �t� GY and GY �t� FX .

3 Kurtosis orderings of some elliptically symmet-

ric distributions

For univariate distributions, various distribution orderings associated with kurtosis

have been established (see, e.g., van Zwet [17] and Rivest [14]). Those distribution

orderings are very useful in many statistical analyses. For multivariate distributions,

however, we do not have such orderings. Among multivariate distributions, ellipti-

cally symmetric distributions are most studied and used. Broad discussion about

elliptically symmetric distributions can be found in Fang, Kotz, and Ng [5]. In this

section, we will investigate some important families of elliptically symmetric distrib-

utions and establish distribution orderings for the families. We use the � and � in

Ed(h;�;�) as the location and covariance measures for the k�-orderings. Of course,

we can also use the mean vector and covariance matrix if they exist. By Theorem
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2.2, all results will be the same.

3.1 Ordering of Kotz type distributions

Kotz [7] introduced a family of elliptically symmetric distributions, called Kotz type

distributions. The density of a d-dimensional Kotz type distribution is given by

f(x) = s�(d=2)q(2N+d�2)=2sj�j�1=2
�d=2�((2N+d�2)=2s) [(x��)0��1(x��)]N�1 expf�q[(x��)0��1(x��)]sg;

q > 0; s > 0; 2N + d > 2: (3.1)

When N = 1; s = 1; and q = 1
2
; it is a multivariate normal distribution. This family

of distributions was found very useful in modeling the data that the multivariate

normality assumption is not tenable (see, e.g., Koutras [8]). By Theorem 2.2, any

k�-ordering of Kotz type distributions is not a¤ected by q, �, and �. We focus on

parametersN and s and denote a d-dimensional Kotz type distribution byMKd(N; s):

Without loss of generality we set q = 1. For Kotz type distributions, we have the

following ordering result.

Theorem 3.1 For any s > 0, if N1 < N2 then MKd(N2; s) <k2s MKd(N1; s):

Proof. Suppose that X has a Kotz type distribution with the density given in (3.1).

By Lemma 1.1, the density of R2sX is

fR2sX (r) =
1

�((N + d=2� 1)=s)r
(N+d=2�1)=s�1 exp(�r); r � 0; (3.2)

which is a gamma distribution Gamma((N + d=2� 1)=s; 1):
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Van Zwet [17] showed that for the gamma family F� = Gamma(� ; 1); F�1�2 (F�1(x))

is concave for 0 < x < 1 if � 1 < � 2. In addition, from his proof, we see that

F�1�2 (F�1(x)) is strictly concave. The result follows immediately.

Let Nd(�;�) be a d-dimensional normal distribution. As a special case, we see

that MKd(N; 1) <k2 Nd(�;�) if N > 1 and Nd(�;�) <k2 MKd(N; 1) if N < 1.

3.2 Ordering of Pearson Type VII distributions

Another important family of elliptically symmetric distributions is the family of Pear-

son Type VII distributions. A distribution F in Rd is called a Pearson Type VII

distribution if its density is given by

f(x) = (�v)�d=2�(K)
�(K�d=2) j�j�1=2 [1 + (x� �)0��1(x� �)=v]�K ; K > d=2; v > 0:

When K = (d + v)=2 and v is an integer, it is a multivariate t distribution, denoted

by Mtd(v). Further when v = 1, it is a multivariate Cauchy distribution, denoted

by MCd. Now we give the ordering result for Pearson Type VII distributions. By

Theorem 2.2, v , �, and � do not a¤ect any k�-ordering of Pearson Type VII distri-

butions. We denote a Pearson Type VII distribution by MPV IId(K) to emphasize

the parameter K. Without loss of generality, we set v = 1.

Theorem 3.2 For Pearson Type VII distributions, ifK1 < K2 thenMPV IId(K2) <k2

MPV IId(K1):
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Proof. Suppose that X s MPV IId(K1) and Y s MPV IId(K2). By Lemma 1.1,

the density functions of R2X = (X��X)
0
��1
X (X��X) and R2Y = (Y ��Y )

0
��1Y (Y �

�Y ) are respectively

fR2X ;K1
(r) = 1

B(d=2;K1�d=2)r
d=2�1(1 + r)�K1 ; r > 0;

fR2Y ;K2
(r) = 1

B(d=2;K2�d=2)r
d=2�1(1 + r)�K2 ; r > 0:

Denote by FR2X ;K1
and FR2Y ;K2

the cdf�s of R2X and R2Y : We need to prove that

F�1
R2Y ;K2

(FR2X ;K1
(r)) is strictly concave for r � 0. We employ the following indirect

approach: F�1
R2Y ;K2

(FR2X ;K1
(r)) is strictly concave if and only if for any straight line

y = b(r + a); F�1
R2Y ;K2

(FR2X ;K1
(r)) � b(r + a) can have at most two distinct zeros

and is positive between these zeros. Since F�1
R2Y ;K2

(FR2X ;K1
(r)) is strictly increasing,

F�1
R2Y ;K2

(FR2X ;K1
(r)) � b(r + a) can have at most one zero for b � 0. So we need only

to consider the case b > 0. Since F�1
R2Y ;K2

(FR2X ;K1
(r))� b(r + a) has the same sign as

�(r) = FR2X ;K1
(r)� FR2Y ;K2

(b(r + a)); and

�
0
(r) = fR2X ;K1

(r)� bfR2Y ;K2
(b(r + a))

has the same sign as

 (r) = log(fR2X ;K1
(r))� log(fR2Y ;K2

(b(r + a)))� log(b);

the sign pattern of F�1
R2Y ;K2

(FR2X ;K1
(r))� b(r+ a) can be found by the sign pattern of

 
0
(r). Here

 
0
(r) =

d=2� 1
r

� K1

1 + r
� d=2� 1

r + a
+

K2b

1 + b(r + a)
(3.3)

=
(d=2� 1)a
r(r + a)

+
(K2 �K1)br + (K2b�K1 �K1ab)

(1 + r)[1 + b(r + a)]
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A study of the sign of  
0
(r) for r � 0, and the signs of  (r) (or �0(r)) and �(r) for

r = 0 and r ! 1 shows that �(r), and hence F�1
R2Y ;K2

(FR2X ;K1
(r)) � b(r + a), can

have at most two distinct zeros for r � 0 and is positive between these zeros. This

completes the proof.

Corollary 3.1 For multivariate t distributions; if v1 < v2 thenMtd(v2) <k2 Mtd(v1):

Proof. The result follows from Theorems 2.2 and 3.2 immediately.

It is easy to see that lim
v!1

Mtd(v) = Nd(�;�). From Corollary 3.1, we have that

for any v > 1, Nd(�;�) <k2 Mtd(v) <k2 MCd.

3.3 Ordering of Pearson Type II distributions

A d-dimensional distribution is called a Pearson Type II distribution, denoted by

MPIId(m), if its density function is of the form

f(x) = �(d=2+m+1)

�(m+1)�d=2
j�j�1=2 [1� (x� �)0��1(x� �)]m; 0 � (x� �)0��1(x� �) < 1

and m > �1.

Detailed discussions of this family were given by Johnson [6]. As the parameter

m varies, the Pearson Type II distribution takes on many shapes. The density is

unimodal when m > 0, uniform when m = 0, and bowl-shaped when �1 < m < 0.

About the family of Pearson Type II distributions, we have the following ordering

result.
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Theorem 3.3 For Pearson Type II distributions, if m1 < m2 then MPIId(m1) <k2

MPIId(m2).

Proof. Suppose that X s MPIId(m1) and Y s MPIId(m2): By Lemma 1.1, the

density functions of R2X = (X��X)
0
��1
X (X��X) andR2Y = (Y ��Y )

0
��1
Y (Y ��Y )

are respectively,

fR2X ;m1
(r) =

1

B(d
2
;m1 + 1)

rd=2�1(1� r)m1 ; 0 6 r 6 1;

fR2Y ;m2
(r) =

1

B(d
2
;m2 + 1)

rd=2�1(1� r)m2 ; 0 6 r 6 1:

Denote by FR2X ;m1
and FR2Y ;m2

the cdf�s of R2X and R2Y . We need to show that

F�1
R2Y ;m2

(FR2X ;m1
(r)) is strictly convex for 0 � r � 1. As in Section 3.2, we consider

the function

�(r) = FR2X ;m1
(r)� FR2Y ;m2

(b(r + a));

for b > 0 and various values of a, which has the same sign as

F�1
R2Y ;m2

(FR2X ;m1
(r))� b(r + a) for r 2 [0; 1] \ [�a;�a+ 1

b
]:

Since �
0
(r) = fR2X ;m1

(r)� bfR2Y ;m2
(b(r + a)) has the same sign as

 (r) = log(fR2X ;m1
(r))� log(fR2Y ;m2

(b(r + a))� log(b);

the sign pattern of �
0
(r) can be found by the sign pattern of  

0
(r): Here

 
0
(r) =

d=2� 1
r

� m1

1� r
� d=2� 1

r + a
+

m2b

1� b(r + a)
(3.4)

=
(d=2� 1)a
r(r + a)

+
(m1 �m2)br + (m2b�m1 +m1ab)

(1� r)[1� b(r + a)]
:

A study of the sign of  
0
(r) for r 2 [0; 1] \ [�a;�a + 1

b
], and the signs of  (r)

(or �
0
(r)) and �(r) at the end points of [0,1] \ [�a;�a + 1

b
] shows that �(r), and
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hence F�1
R2Y ;m2

(FR2X ;m1
(r)) � b(r + a), can have at most two distinct zeros for r 2

[0; 1] \ [�a;�a+ 1
b
] and is negative between these zeros.

For b 6 0, F�1
R2Y ;m2

(FR2X ;m1
(r))�b(r+a) can have at most one zero since F�1

R2Y ;m2
(FR2X ;m1

(r))

is strictly increasing. Thus, F�1
R2Y ;m2

(FR2X ;m1
(r)) is strictly convex for 0 � r � 1.

From Theorem 3.3, we see that for Pearson Type II distributions, bowl-shaped

<k2 uniform <k2 unimodal. Generally, we have the following result.

Theorem 3.4 For any elliptically symmetric distributions in Rd,

Bowl-shaped 6kd Uniform �kd Unimodal.

Proof. Suppose that random vectors X and Y in Rd have elliptically symmetric

distributions FX and GY with density functions

fX(x) = C1 j�1j�1=2 h1((x� �1)
0
��11 (x� �1)) and

gY (y) = C2 j�2j�1=2 h2((y � �2)
0
��12 (y � �2)):

Then by Lemma 1.1 the density functions of RdX = [(X � �1)
0
��11 (X � �1)]d=2 and

RdY = [(Y � �2)
0
��12 (Y � �2)]d=2 are respectively

fRdX (r) =
2C1�d=2

d�(d=2)
h1(r

2=d);

gRdY (r) =
2C2�d=2

d�(d=2)
h2(r

2=d).

Denote by FRdX and GRdY the distribution functions of R
d
X and R

d
Y : If GY is uniform,

h2(�) � c: Then,

GRdY (r) =
R r
0
gRdY (t)dt =

2C2�d=2c
d�(d=2)

r, and

Rd(r) = G�1
RdY
(FRdX (r)) =

d�(d=2)

2C2�d=2c
FRdX (r):
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Thus,

R
0
d(r) =

C1
C2c
h1(r

2=d):

When fX(x) is bowl-shaped, h1(�) is increasing, which implies that Rd(r) is convex.

When fX(x) is unimodal, h1(�) is decreasing, which implies that Rd(r) is concave.

This completes the proof.

4 Concluding Remarks

Kurtosis of multivariate skewed distributions. For any � > 0, the k�-ordering is

de�ned for all distributions in Rd. It is important to interpret kurtosis of skewed

distributions when they are involved in a kurtosis ordering. For the univariate case,

Balanda and MacGillivray [2] interpreted kurtosis of an asymmetric distribution by

its symmetrized version. Kurtosis of a multivariate skewed distribution with respect

to the k�-ordering can be interpreted as follows. For any skewed distribution FX

in Rd, the distributions that are k� equal to FX consist of an equivalence class in

kurtosis CFX = fGY in Rd : GY =k� FXg. When we study kurtosis by the k�-

ordering, any distribution in the class can serve as a representative. The important

fact is that the class CFX contains a spherically symmetric distribution with the

origin as center, which is unique by Theorem 2.3. In fact, suppose that fR�X (r) is

the density of R�X . The spherically symmetric distribution with the density f(x) =

��(d=2)

2�d=2

fR�
X
((x0x)�=2)

(x0x)(d��)=2
is in the class. Then kurtosis of FX can be interpreted by the

kurtosis of this spherically symmetric distribution. The skewness of FX can be studied
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by a multivariate skewness ordering with respect to spherical symmetry. By this

approach, it can be seen that skewness and kurtosis are distinct components of shape.

Kurtosis characterizes the vertical aspect of shape and skewness the horizontal aspect.

See MacGillivray and Balanda [11] for the relationship between skewness and kurtosis

in the univariate case.

Weaker multivariate kurtosis orderings. For any � > 0, weaker multivariate kur-

tosis orderings can be de�ned by weakening the convexity condition of �k� . For

example,

(1) FX �kstar�
GY i¤ G�1R�Y

(FR�X (r)) is star-shaped.

(2) FX �kcross�
GY i¤ there is r0 > 0 such that FR�X (r) � GR�Y (r) for 0 � r < r0 and

FR�X (r) � GR�Y (r) for r � r0.

It can be shown that FX �k� GY =) FX �kstar�
GY =) FX �kcross�

GY . All the

properties of the k�-ordering established in Section 2.3 also hold for the kstar� -ordering

and the kcross� -ordering. Since the k�-ordering is stronger than the kstar� -ordering and

kcross� -ordering, the ordering results established in Section 3 hold for the corresponding

kstar� -ordering and the kcross� -ordering as well.

Conclusion. A multivariate kurtosis ordering should characterize in an a¢ ne in-

variant sense the movement of probability mass from the "shoulders" of a distribution

to either the center or the tails or both. Structurally any distribution ordering �k is a

multivariate kurtosis ordering if (1) it is a¢ ne invariant and (2) for any distributions

F and G in Rd; F �k G implies that G has at least as much peakedness and at least
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as much tailweight as F . Compared with kurtosis, a global feature, peakedness is

a local feature on some central region and tailweight is a local feature on some tail

region.
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